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Abstract: - Opinion mining or sentiment analysis has been used to know about what people about their society and services in social 

media platforms. Millions of users share their opinions on in social media in day to day life The main objective of this paper is to 

design the framework for unwanted comments analysis in user home page Implement Semantic approach with classification 

algorithm  using Short Text Classification to classify the messages whether is positive or not Also filter short terms which are 

trained in big data base Real time mobile intimation at the time of offline block friends by predefined threshold value real time 

sentimental analysis on the comments that are extracted from the social network and detect bad words  and block that commented 

person and provide real time mobile intimation to the user. 

 

Index Terms- Opinion mining, STC, Social network,Noise words. 

         

I. INTRODUCTION    

 

The social network has become more popular in recent 

days. Accessing the social network sites such as Twitter, 

Facebook, LinkedIn, google+, etc. through the internet has 

become more affordable. Now a days people are more 

interested and depend on social network for information, 

news, and opinion of others and share their views on many 

issues. Therefore we get huge information. And so we go 

for data analysis where we use some of the techniques like 

“preprocessing and data analysis” to transform the useless 

information into the analysed data. The main focus of the 

paper is to build a system which can build a classifier Short 

Text Classification  to extract the words from comments to 

implement an algorithm for automatic classification of text 

into positive, negative page Comments may be various 

forms such as links or texts or short text.There are many 

challenges in Sentiment Analysis .Firstly, an opinion word 

which is tanglish cannot be recognized by the application 

and the second thing which is tough to detect the bad 

opinion words in the form of sentences one state may be 

considered negative in a different situation.  Second one, 

people may not always express opinions in the similar 

manner. Eg: "He was handsome" differs completely from 

"he was not so handsome". Opinion of people may be 

opposite in their statements. It is more difficult for a 

machine to recognize. Most of the time people find it 

difficult to understand what others mean within a short 

sentence of text because it lacks context. Sentiment 

analysis is done on three levels 

• Post Comments: In this level comments are and gets 

tokenized.the words readed separately comments are sent to 

server page 

• STC Implementation: This is belongs to find sentiment 

prediction from short sentences. Sentence level is close to 

subjectivity classification.it detects and the noise words by 

comparing prebuilt keywords and labels the comments either 

positive or negative 

• Filtered Rules: Final level of the sentiment analysis 

performs block operation. The aim is to find sentiment on 

issues or aspects. eg: consider this statement “He was a 

topper of the class”but he is arrogant. About him and his 

studies has positive sentiment but his character and attitude 

sentiment is negative  

 
Fig 1: Two modules in social network 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 

Federico Neri.[1] McCord's theory of Slot    Grammar 

Which is used in online marketing,it is an approach to 

natural language grammars and parsing in which slots and 

rules for filling them play a major role. The system 

described provides a natural way of handling a wide variety 

of grammatical phenomena, such as WH- movement, verb 

dependencies, and agreement. But it quite complex with 

various domains  

G.Vinodhini [2] proposed Support vector machines (SVM) 

is a supervised learning method that generates input-output 

mapping functions from a set of labeled training data.In 

addition to its solid mathematical foundation in statistical 

learning theory, SVMs have demonstrated highly 

competitive performance in numerous 

real-world applications, such as bioinformatics, text 

mining, face recognition,and image processing, which has 

established SVMs as one of the state-of-the-art tools for 

machine learning and data mining, along with other soft 

computing techniques, e.g., neural networks and fuzzy 

systems which enchances Enhance the sentiment 

classification performance.But is difficult to handle 

negation expression 

Ms.K.Mouthami[3] used Fuzzy Classification Algorithm 

for Analyse Movie Reviews depend upon the opinions  of 

the people classifiers  with if-then rules are related to the 

way human beings think and that is their main advantage 

over black-box models, such as neural networks 

Identification of FCs involves determining the adequate 

structure and parameters. The structure identification 

consists of several tasks, such as, selecting the adequate 

variables, assigning the adequate number of fuzzy sets to 

each variable and defining the number of fuzzy rules used. 

In addition to that, the parameters of fuzzy sets need to be 

specified as well.but it can’t handle various domains   

Aurangzeb khan[4],proposes Word Sense Disambiguation 

Using Sentence-level Semantic Orientation of Opinion 

Terms from word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the 

problem of determining which "sense" (meaning) of a word 

is activated by the use of the word in a particular context, a 

process which appears to be largely unconscious in people. 

The features of the context (such as neighboring words) 

provide the evidence for classification. but it limits in 

dependency on lexicons. 

Sang-Hyun Cho [5], this paper explains the previous 

works, the goal is to identify the most significant. 

Challenges Text Sentiment Classification for SNS-based 

Marketing Using Domain Sentiment Dictionary The main 

existing technique extracts such sentiment words from a 

large domain corpus based on different conjunctions and 

the idea of sentiment coherency in a sentence which uses 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is based on Emotion-

based domain dictionaries but it is difficult to consider 

emoticons 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

 To design the system using Social Network Manager layer 

provides the essential OSN functionalities and Content 

based filtering approach for both messages and links 

Implement classification algorithm - Short Text 

Classification to classify the messages whether is positive or 

not which is useful to secure privacy Also filter short terms 

which are trained in big data base Real time mobile 

intimation at the time of negative comments in social 

page.Datas  are stored in the table as for new user 

registration we the give the user details that ought to be 

stored in the application as well for the user login,in the user 

login we have authentication by providing account and 

password .if the password and account matches the database  

it goes to your account,otherwise it returns false,it asks the 

account and password until it matches the database In social 

network we used to upload images for sharing our moments 

and thoughts,etc.we have three options in this module 

view,download,share for maintaining a privacy between 

others and you.  

Fig 2:New user registeration        

Short texts are classified based STC approach.And also 

blocked malicious users. System uses machine learning 

classifier to enforce customizable content dependent and 

Also eliminate the unwanted links in OSN pages by 

detecting malicious comments and 

throws the warning message to the users in the alert box 

        

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The implementation of the work is done in three folds. First 

the pre-processing, and training of the data set. a)Training 

Phase, second classification Phase, b) Classification Phase c) 

Application interface 
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A. Training phase    

In the first phase Training the classifier is the atmost 

important task.  several sources which are already classified 

and the job of this module is to build a classifier by training 

on the l dataset. NlTK is used to remove the words  

B. Classification Phase 

The Comments extracted by STC are then classified into 

positive or negative commment. If the words turn out to be 

positive, then the sentence is classified as positive else 

negative 

C. Application Phase & User Interface   

The web Application allows all users to register by 

providing basic information themselves to the 

application.Whenever the user tries to login to their 

account, their details The details are stored in database 

under the users collection l be checked against the details 

stored in MySQL 

 

V. RESULTS 

A) Results for the” user registeration” 

User have to give their details to authenticate into the 

network.By giving user account and password for new 

users they to have to signup in the network. . 

 
Fig 4:User login 

Fig 5 :Admin login 

 

B) Results for the” user homepage” 

The user interface similar to FB for user timeline we can 

share and command pictures  

By giving upload info and we can restrict from download 

and share the image is the additional module 

 
Fig  6:User homepage 

         

C) Results for “Admin login” 

 Here is the simple user interface for sign up the account for 

new users for registeration in the application.we have to just 

fill all the requirements in the boxes it sends to Database, as 

you can see in the picture We can add the noise words in 

dataset as much you want if the comment matches the data it 

will make the count,if it reaches 5 th time automatically 

block the particular user and give mobile intimation                                               

 
Fig 7:Word training 

D) Results for “ mobile intimation”  

This is the last operation in the social network after blocking 

the malicious user it returns real time mobile intimation to 

the users over the internet to registered mobile number as 

you see the picture  
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Fig 8: Mobile intimation 

 
Fig 9:Experimental Results 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

This work is of tremendous use to the people and industries 

which are based on sentiment analysis. For example, Sales 

Marketing, Product Marketing etc. Using the software 

system to filter unwanted messages from social network 

walls. We can design filtered GUI for user based on user 

actions, behaviors and reputation in OSN, which might 

imply to enhance OSN with audit mechanisms and extend 

the framework to implement this concept in various 

languages we Analyzes deep learning approaches in social 

networks.Implement this concept as an API to connect 

Facebook to detect noise words by users also add the allow 

and block modules as well However, the proposed system 

has some limitations. First limitation is being Uni-gram 

Naïve i.e. training of the data was done based on word 

probabilities and used the same for classification. Future 

enhancement to this work might be to use n-gram 

classification rather than limiting to uni-gram When 

classifying the sentence, words are taken individually rather 

the sentence in total. The semantic meaning is neglected that 

might be present between the words. Second Limitation this 

is only used for English Language. It might be possible to 

build a  system which can perform sentiment analysis in all 

languages.The third limitation that the system may not 

provide actual intended meaning to the user.There might be 

some sort of sarcasm present in the sentences 
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